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Conflicts of Interest on Professional Blogs
Introduction

Journalists have a well publicized, if not compulsory, code of professional ethics. Though often 

explicated expansively, it boils down to: “seek truth and report it”1. As newspapers moved 

online, this code remained in tact, though regularly challenged2 and examined3. Using the VCR 

framework, I will discuss how that code fits with conflict of interest practices of two professional 

blogs: Penelope Trunk's Brazen Careerist and Ariel Meadow Stallings's Off-Beat Bride. For the 

purpose of argument, blogging can be termed a profession, although this point will be addressed 

later. This question is valuable because there is a signifiant and enduring debate about whether 

and which bloggers should be treated as journalists4; the FTC recently began regulating how 

bloggers handle conflicts of interest5.

The Journalist's Code of Ethics

Unlike doctors, journalists voluntarily embrace a code of ethics as an additional requirement, but 

not a definition, of their profession. There is no one commonly held code, but they share 

principals. This code contains two items on conflicts of interest: “Avoid conflicts of interest, real 

or perceived” and “Disclose unavoidable conflicts”6. Other such principals include: the truth, 

displayed in accurate and unbiased reporting, is a value. Fact-checking and clear citation are 

1 “Society of Professional Journalists Code of Ethics”. Society of Professional Journalists . 
http://www.spj.org/ethicscode.asp

2 Shafer, Jack. “Looking for Corruption in All the Wrong PlacesThe failings of the New York Times ethics cops.” 
http://www.slate.com/id/2240601/

3 Shafer, Jack. “Extreme Ethical Hygiene at the New York TimesTimes opinion columnist Joe Nocera isn't always 
entitled to his opinion.” Slate. 13 October 2010. http://www.slate.com/id/2271144/

4 “Reporters' Privilege.” Electronic Frontier Foundation. 
http://www.eff.org/issues/bloggers/legal/journalists/privilege

5 Cheng, Jacqui. “FTC to crack down on undisclosed 'sponsored' blogging”  22 June 2009. http://arstechnica.com/
web/news/2009/06/ftc-hoping-to-crack-down-on-undisclosed-sponsored-blogging.ars

6 “Society of Professional Journalists Code of Ethics”. Society of Professional Journalists . 
http://www.spj.org/ethicscode.asp
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professional virtues. Reporters publicly shame7 those members of their profession who deviate 

from their code, ensuring negative consequences. Additionally, the code seeks to balance the 

rights of consumers to accurate information with responsibilities towards people who may be 

negatively effected by coverage. How this code could apply to professional blogging is the 

subject of this paper, addressed after a brief introduction to the state of professional blogging.

The State of Professional Blogging

Though this may be applying Clay Shirky's theory of power law distributions in social media8 

too broadly, I believe this graph could roughly represent the number of blogs which make money 

compared with the total class of blogs:

Power law, Wikipedia.9

In Dr Shirky's original research he found that, in most social networks, the vast majority of 

people contribute nothing or very little, and a tiny proportion contribute the vast majority of 

content. For example, a Harvard study found that 10% of Twitter users contribute 90% of that 

site's content10. Based on articles like this11, and personal experience12, the vast majority of 

7 http://www.google.com/search?sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-
8&q=journalistic+ethics+breach#sclient=psy&hl=en&tbs=nws:1&q=%22journalistic+ethics
%22+breach&aq=f&aqi=&aql=&oq=&gs_rfai=&pbx=1&fp=59879b0a9b613102

8 Clay Shirky. “Institutions vs. Collaboration”. TEDtalksDirector. http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=sPQViNNOAkw

9 “Power Law.” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_law
10 Twittercism. “On Twitter, 10% Account For 90% Of All Tweets, The Rest Barely Tweet At All, And Men Like 

Other Men.” http://twittercism.com/twitter-harvard-study/
11   Trunk, Penelope. “Reality check: You're not going to make money from your blog.” 21 April 2009. 
http://blog.penelopetrunk.com/2009/04/21/8-reasons-why-you-wont-make-money-from-your-blog/
12 In 2008 I was called one of the “nation's top bloggers” by the L.A. Times political blog, Top of the Ticket. My 

personal blog, feelingelephants.wordpress.com makes me no money and receives around 250 views a day (to a 
total of 125,000+ in the last 3 years).
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bloggers will never be professional bloggers, meaning that they make a significant part of their 

income from blogging.

However, there are blogs which provide people their livelihoods. Blogs may be 

monetized through ads, but sponsorships are generally much more lucrative. Below I will use the 

VCR framework and the code of professional journalism to evaluate the two blogs profiled 

below and their conflict of interest policies.

Brazen Careerist

Brazen Careerist is written by entrepreneur and career advice writer Penelope Trunk. A 

published author, Trunk writes about the intersection between her personal and professional 

lives13. She does not highlight her conflicts of interest in every post in which they occur as 

steadily as the blog profiled here does. Because she includes information about her sponsorships 

in posts other than those sponsored14, only regularly readers have a clear idea of who is 

sponsoring her at a given time. 

Below is her justification for this policy, from a blog post titled “Conflict of interest 

doesn't apply to blogs (another reason newspapers are dying)”15:

13 http://blog.penelopetrunk.com/
14 http://blog.penelopetrunk.com/2007/04/10/linkedin-is-sponsoring-brazen-careerist/
15 http://blog.penelopetrunk.com/2009/05/28/conflict-of-interest-doesnt-apply-to-blogs-another-reason-

newspapers-are-dead/
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This post is important not only because it clearly articulates a problem with trying to apply 

journalistic ethics to professional blogging, but also because it is the top search term returned on 

Google for “conflict of interest in blogging”16.

Off-Beat Bride

Off-Beat Bride is a space for wedding advice from an alternative perspective—offering a variety 

of custom “wed-site” templates including one which is zombie-themed17—and regular “wedding 

porn”18 space. Heading the Sponsors category of posts is the following:

16 http://www.google.com/search?sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-
8&q=conflicts+of+interest+in+blogging#sclient=psy&hl=en&source=hp&q=conflict+of+interest+in+blogging&
aq=f&aqi=&aql=&oq=&gs_rfai=&pbx=1&fp=80834014c217cffa

17 http://offbeatbride.com/wedding-websites#4
18 Wedding porn consists of photos and descriptions of other peoples weddings which incipient brides peruse for 

ideas, schadenfreude, and sisterhood.
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This is a fairly standard policy statement among professional blogs. It clarifies the relationship 

between the blogger and the sponsor. While not avoiding a conflict of interest, it is disclosing it. 

What follows is a VCR analysis of these two blogs' conflict of interest policies using the 

professional ethics code of journalists quoted above.

Values

Off-Beat Bride values preserving the theme of the website—“off-beat weddings”—and purports 

to choose sponsors who cater to that theme. Ms Stallings's argument, that hand-picking sponsors 

shields bloggers from conflict of interest claims, is common between these two blogs. However, 

consider the theoretical situation where two vendors provide the same spider-web wedding veil 

for the same price, but only one is profiled because it was a sponsor of the blog. In this case, the 

blogger chose to elevate one source over another for monetary gain, which violates the values of 

the code of journalistic ethics.

Virtues

Penelope Trunk sees disclosure as a virtue, but not a responsibility. Her disclosures are not 

systematic, nor her biases easy to unearth. While she argues forcefully that this is a valid ethical 

choice, it does not comport with journalistic ethics. If Penelope Trunk was as obscure as to her 

funding sources in her past columns for the Boston Globe19 or Yahoo! Finance20 as she is on 

Brazen Careerist, I believe she would be violating journalistic ethics.

Consequences

If Ms Stallings did not disclose that some of her vendors paid her to write about their products, 

and those products turned out to be defective or the vendors cheats, she would have breached 

trust with her readers. Because trust is one of the primary currencies of social media, without 

19 http://blog.penelopetrunk.com/2007/03/26/wanna-be-quoted-in-the-boston-globe/
20 http://blog.penelopetrunk.com/2007/09/14/yahoo-column-get-good-at-office-politics-to-improve-your-life/
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trust many of the systems which drive trafficking and interest to popular blogs would break 

down. Perhaps more-so than in print media, social media writers must preserve trust to survive.

Responsibilities

Penelope Trunk sees her primary responsibility as providing her readers with quality content. 

Because she chooses each of her sponsors for their quality content, she does not see a conflict. 

This responsibility to provide quality content is distinct from the journalistic responsibility to 

provide accurate reporting—Brazen Careerist focuses on entertainment which would perhaps not 

be possible without prejudice. This indicates that perhaps the journalistic code of ethics should 

not apply to writing like Trunk's.

Rights

If bloggers are to be judged by the same code of professional ethics as reporters, then the reading 

public can assume they have the right to accurate information and unbiased coverage of the 

issues from them. Just as in print journalism, the readers have the right to have conflicts of 

interest exposed. Trunk does not support this right, because she does not see her role as 

providing unbiased and accurate information—it is to provide commentary and advocacy and 

opinion, which are judged by separate rules in professional journalism. Though Stallings sees 

disclosure as important, her blog is not intended to be a source of pure data. It too is a place to 

learn while being entertained.

Conclusion

Although conflicts of interest are usually tracked by monetary gain and loss, Penelope Trunk 

makes the point that blogs trade in influence and that sometimes non-monetary benefits have 

significant value:
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Stallings and Trunk do not follow the journalistic code of ethics when it comes to avoiding all 

conflicts of interest and disclosing those that cannot be avoided. Although both disclose to a 

greater or lesser extent, neither see conflicts of interest as violative of their roles as professional 

advice and entertainment bloggers.

Giving these failings, whether this strict code should apply is an open question. Perhaps 

even top investigative bloggers like Andrew Sullivan or political anti-street harassment blogs 

like HollaBackPGH should not be held to the same standards for disclosure as traditional 

journalists. If blogging is to be a profession, then I believe it should have a voluntary code of 

ethics; in this exciting time, how that code is structured is still a matter of free and open debate.


